
NEW MODELS FOR JUNE 2012
FENDT KATANA IN 1:32 

A
gricultural competence along 
with the intricate detailing cha-
racteristic of the model-makers 

at WIKING and the same level of functio- 
nality as the original - all combined 
within the latest model of the Fendt 
Katana 65 in 1:32. Then there are the 
new models joining the traditional 1:87 
range which provide a contrast between 
the models of yesteryear and today: the 
ravishing Ford Mustang Cabriolet is the 

perfect vehicle for the summer while 
the DKW 1000 makes an appearance 
as a police patrol car. The Lanz Bull-
dog which has been given a contem-
porary canopy also evokes memories of 
days gone by. The legendary Henschel 
returns as a high-sided dumper truck 
alongside the Scania 111 LBT as a high-
sided latbed truck carrying a concrete 
pipe - both new combinations which 
once again demonstrate the wide va-

riety of historic shapes that have been 
produced. The Brantner single-axle 
trailer, the water tender on the Unimog 
U 400 chassis and the irst VW Caddy 
as an all-purpose ire service vehicle 
complete the range of new models that 
WIKING has created for the summer.     
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Modiications in colour and technique are subject to change

0880 05 Lanz Bulldog with roof              

0773 15 Fendt Katana 65

0433 01 High-sided latbed truck (Scania 111 LBT)0673 06 High-sided dumper truck (Henschel)                                     

0601 23 Fire service vehicle - VW Caddy 0205 49 Ford Mustang Cabriolet 0864 25  Police vehicle - DKW 1000 saloon          

0693 17 THW - Unimog U 400 water tender (Rosenbauer)0388 07 Single-axle trailer (Brantner)



Modiications in colour and technique are subject to change

0865 03 DRK - VW T1 crew cab 

0794 36 VW Beetle 1200                0144 21 MB 220 Coupé0073 03 VW Scirocco      

0841 09 DRK - Goli 3-wheeler  

0656 05 Site caravan0898 03 Road roller (Ruthemeyer)           

MODEL UPGRADES FOR JUNE 2012
THE “KAELBLE” POWERHOUSE

0953 02 Hanomag R16 with trailer N-gauge: 1:160

N
o other truck-trailer combi-
nation is more characteris-
tic of the construction boom 

that took place during the Economic 
Miracle years than the Kaelble KDV 
22 Z. WIKING has created a 1:87 
model of the 300 hp powerhouse 
based on the original vehicle used by 
the Heitkamp construction company 
from Herne which was founded back 
in 1892. Alongside the construction 
vehicle sits the Ruthemeyer road rol-
ler in the same corporate livery. But 
that is not all: the traditional model- 
makers have included even more clas-
sics among the latest model upgrades 
such as the red VW Beetle 1200 as 
well as the legendary Goli 3-wheeler 
on its way round the contemporary 
wholesale market. The VW T1 crew 

cab makes an appearance as a German 
Red Cross vehicle while the drag rake 
presents itself as a perfect accompani-
ment to the Lanz Bulldog. The MB 220  
Coupé ultimately symbolises the  
aesthetics  of an era in automotive histo-
ry when such bicoloured panel designs 
were all the rage. The markedly sporty 

VW Scirocco and the truly time- 
less site caravan bring us back to 
the street scenes of today. N-gauge 
enthusiasts also have something 
to get excited about in the form of 
the classic blue metallic VW T5 van 
along with the Hanomag R16 which 
is accompanied by a trailer. There is 
also a limited edition set comprising a 
trio of WIKING classics brought back 
to life under the title “Cube-shaped 
cabs from Mercedes-Benz”. Available 
from specialist shops, this set brings 
back memories of the epoch-deining 
generation of trucks produced by the 
manufacturer from Stuttgart.  
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0926 02 VW T5 GP Multivan N-gauge 1:160   

0990 79 “Cube-shaped cabs from MB” set  

0889 03 Drag rake

0851 35 Heavy-duty latbed truck (Kaelble)


